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Abstract
Itis hard to determine directly the position of a neutral subatomic particle, but when such a particle decays into a pair of
charged particles, itis easy to determine the positions of the charged decay particles and thereby infer the position of the par-
ent particle at the timeof its decay. Aminimum of two coordinate points for each of the two decay particles is needed to recon-
struct the position of the parent vertex. The mathematics of the reconstruction process is inherently interesting, and it can be
used to demonstrate to students the utility of some of the most fundamental ideas of vector analysis.
Introduction
A mathematically interesting and physically significant
problem arises in the effort to reconstruct the position (at
decay) of a parent neutral-particle using position measure-
ments of each of its (binary) charged-particle decay
products. When a neutral particle decays into two charged
products, momentum conservation assures a single plane
contains these two products, the parent particle and the par-
ent particle's point of origin (the collider vertex).
teasurement of the paths for both charged products allowso independent determinations of the (x, y, z) position of
the neutral particle's decay vertex.
One cross-product vector equation asserts the colinear-
ity for each of the two emerging pairs (providing a total of
six scalar equations). Neither vector equation, alone, can be
used to solve for the decay vertex position (x, y, z), as the
determinant ofcoefficients ineach case is zero. This result is
not surprising as two points will determine only the line
along which the vertex lies, but not the (x, y, z) point itself.
Mixingpairs in the six scalar equations willprovide two
sets of three independent equations in x, y, and z. These
equations allow two independent sets of vertex points to be
calculated for any pair of charged particle products.
1A test ofcommon origin for each emerging charged par-le pair is made possible using the coplanarity requirement¦ any particle pair created in the decay of the neutral par-t particle, since these decay particles willemerge from a
common point. Thus, coplanarity within a single decay
makes possible grouping of product pairs as the two calcu-
lated (x, y, z) vertices willbe the same within experimental
errors.
Materials and Methods
It is hard to determine directly the position of a
neutral subatomic particle, but when such a particle decays
into a pair of charged particles, it is easy to determine the
positions of the charged particles and thereby infer the spa-
tial position of the parent particle at the time of its decay
(Braithwaite and Braithwaite, 1995).
A minimum of two collinear points along each of
two decay-particle pairs emerging from a parent vertex is
needed to determine the (x, y, z) coordinates of the parent
vertex. The two vector equations in Figure 1 and Figure 2
assert colinearity for each of two emerging pairs. Each yields
three equations for x,y,z,but neither vector equation alone
can be used to solve for the vertex point at (x, y, z), as the
determinant of the coefficients in each case is zero. This
result is expected as two points determine ifa line along
which (x,y, z) lies, but not a unique point. However, if these
two sets of three equations are mixed together, the mixing
procedure discussed below is able to provide two maximal-
ly-distant (x, y, z) vertex points from measured results.
Ifthe charged particles had a common parent par-
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Fig. 2. Six equations for calculating two values for the (x, y,
z) vertex of each parent.
tide, the distance between the two calculated vertex values
would have to be nearly zero. A non-zero value for this dis-
tance would be expected due to experimental error.
Each of the six equations given inFigure 2 actively
involve just two of the three variables, each being the equa-
tion of a plane perpendicular to one of the coordinate
planes. By extracting the three pairs of planes that involve
the same two variables, e.g., x and y, each such pair of
planes can easily be solved for values of the two variables it
involves. Assuming that there is some experimental error
present, this process leads to two distinct values ofeach vari-
able as candidates for the parent particle's position when it
decayed. These three pairs of coordinate values correspond
to the eight potential parent point positions. Each of these
potential parent point positions is a vertex of a rectangular
box with sides parallel to the coordinate planes.
For convenience we consider the pair of potential par-
ent vertex points corresponding to selecting the smaller
choice for each coordinate value for the first point and the
larger choice for each coordinate value for the second point.
These two points are the vertices of the box nearest and far-
thest from the origin, respectively, and hence are endpoints
of a diagonal of the box. Thus, the distance between these
two points is a measure of the size of the rectangular box
which in turn is a measure of how far the lines are away
from being collinear. If the distance is relatively small, the
two decay particles presumably came from a common par-
ent particle from within the rectangular box. Whereas, ifthe
distance is relatively large, the two decay particles presum-
ably came from different parent particles.
Note that in working with the three pairs of planes
involving the same two variables, we can simplify our work
considerably. For concreteness, let's walk through the
process in the case in which the pair of planes involve the x
and y variables only. In this case the pair of planes are per-
pendicular to the xy-plane and the value of z is arbitrary.
This problem may be viewed as a problem involving only
the lines of intersection of the pair of planes with the xy-
plane. Thus, the problem reduces to the two-dimensional
problem of finding the intersection of a pair of lines in the
xy-plane.
Since Cramer's rule is most useful in solving two linear
equations in two unknowns, it can be used to automate the
solution of our problem. In the rare case in which these two
lines in the xy-plane are parallel, we can either ignore the
pair of particles, or we can use any of a variety of two-
dimensional computations to easily find the distance, d,
between the two lines and hence the distance between the
original pair of planes.
Of course in this rare case, the other two pairs of equa-
tions give two values for z but only one value for each of x
and y. The size of the sum of distances, d, and the absolute
value of the difference of the two z-values could be used in
place of the diagonal in the general case when none of the
pairs of planes are parallel. Similar reasoning applies to each
pair of planes involving just two variables. Thus the process
considered here permits us ineach case to move away from
three-dimensional geometry and computations into the
much more familiar and less complicated two-dimensional
setting of the corresponding coordinate planes.
Results and Discussion
Figure 3 is a schematic of one-half of a microTPC,
a small, cylindrical 4-plane Time Projection Chamber
Fig. 1. Spatial relationships between parent and measured
binary decay products.
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Weiman et al., 1995; Burks et al., 1997), designed for deter-
mining the collider vertex position with precision by track-
ng charged-particles (Byrd et al., 1995) emerging from the
enter of the composite STAR Detector (STAR, 1992) at
IHIC, the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider under construc-
tion at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
IIncreased strange-quark production is one of the signa-res of a quark-gluon plasma predicted in the aftermath ofultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collision (Harris andiiller,1996). Since each kaon is singly strange, and sincendreds of kaons are produced in each central nucleus-cleus collision,measuring kaon production is tantamountmeasuring strangeness production (Byrd and Braithwaite,
IDifferences in energy-loss (versus momentum) are notfficient to be used to separate charged kaons fromchargedons in the microTPC. Thus, a new method is needed foreasuring strangeness production using the microTPC.lis new method is the determination of the number of neu-ilkaons, as proposed below.
J Figure 4 shows a top and side view of GEANT (1994)lulations of four pairs of charged decay particles each pairwhich came from a common parent decay particle posi-n. The microTPC is quite small so magnetic field effectstrajectories of the charged particles, although included inisimulation, are correspondingly small.
This magnetic field arises because the composite STAR
Detector features an axially symmetric solenoidal magnetic
field. This magnetic field was designed for use in determi-
nating the momentum of charged particles within the much
larger Main TPC, located outside and concentric to the
microTPC.
The observation of fairly straight-line tracks in Fig. 4
supports the idea that the microTPC is small enough so that
curvature due to the magnetic fields is negligible for group-
ingcharged pion pairs from neutral kaon decay. Negligible
bending means we would expect essentially the same parent
decay particle position rectangle regardless of which two
positions we used for each charged decay particle.
When more than two pixel points are available to deter-
mine the direction of each pion, the problem of associating
pixels with an individual pion may be uncoupled from the
present method of finding the parent (neutral kaon) vertex
using the two decay product directions. However, littleaddi-
tional information is available by using the additional pixels
Fig. 3. One-side of the microTPC intended for use as
STAR's vertex tracker. The microTPC gives 4 points for
each charged pion from a parent K°—>7U+ +K. Fig. 4. Four Monte Carlo generated samples showing each
average parent vertex inferred two sets of measured decay-
product positions: top and side view.
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Fig. 5. Simulation showing clustering of two values for (x, y,
z) for each parent.
as was determined using a rough-set grouping algorithm
(Clark et al., 1995), so the present method of identifying
pion tracks as "children of a common mother" is economi-
cal and sufficient for measuring strangeness production in
STAR.
Figure 5 shows a histogram of a simulation of over 100
decays of neutral parent kaons into pairs of charged pions
within STAR's microTPC. As expected, the calculated dis-
tance between the two potential parent kaon positions is
seen to be relatively small when the pairs of daughter pion
particles originate from a common parent kaon.
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